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Rationale.—Hiere are two schools of thought concerning the
participation of women in competitive athletics. One maintains that
women should participate and the other maintains that women should nob
participate. The proponents of the latter believe that: (1) the
participation in athletics by females bears a relation to sterility
and increases the difficulty of child-bearing; (2) competitive organized
games have an influence unfavorable to the function of menstruation;
(3) women have lower physical efficiency due to smaller heart, smaller
lungs and fewer red corpuscles; (4) female athletes lose their feminine
characteristics, such as, charm and grace; (5) the emotional strains of
competitive sports are too much for females and have damaging effects
upon the total development of their personality.
The proponents of toe former school of thought maintains that:
(1) competitive athletics far women develop neuro-muscular skills which
will lead to wholesome physical recreation during leisure time; (2)
develop structural muscle strengths and controls, including those used
for general body carriage and the tasks of daily living; (3) athletics
provide an opportunity for adequate social development through group
relationships, in the acquisition of such qualities as self-confidence,
self-control, tolerance, courage, initiative, a habit of fair play and
consideration for the rights of others.
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The histoiy of athletics for women dates back to Greek culture.
The women of Sparta were given courses in gymnastic exercises.
E. A. RLce^ found that the Greek women exercised publicly in running,
jumping, throwing the weights and javelin.
In the seventeenth century women in England played hand ball,
club ball, bowling and other similar games. The particlpation of
women in sports and games can be traced through the years to our time.
Athletics for women had a slow beginning in America. Both the
interest and the participation have greatly increased, in spite of
the opposition.
The administration and faculty of Price High School believe
that competitive athletics far girls provide opportunities far:
(1) emotional self-control under conditions of physical stress; (2)
developing group attitude and providing objective interests which will
tend to counteract and discourage self-centeredness as exhibited in
whining, self-pity, boasting and demanding undue attention; (3) physical
expression for girls whereby they nay gain that recognition from others
so essential to satisfactory development of personality.
The members of the Physical Education Department are aware of
the fact that the athletic program for girls at Price Hi^i School needs
to be improved and broadened, however, we believe -that those girls who
participate in athletics are better adjusted pupils in the area of
personality development, than those Who do not participate in any
athletic activities.
■4s. A. Rice, A Brief History of Physical Education. New Tories
A. S. Barnes and Go., 1926, p. 22.
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Statement of Problem,—The problem involved in this study was
to determine the difference, if any, in the personality of -twenty-five
female athletes and twenty-five female non-athletes as tested by the
California Test of Personality*
Evolution of Problem,—The problem developed of the writer’s
belief that female athletes should show a greater degree of personality
development than female non-athletes as measured by the California Test
of Personality* The writer’s interest in this problem stemmed from two
points: (!) the writer coaches female athletes and (2) writer’s belief
that participation in athletics is important in the aspects of
personality development.
Purpose of Study,—1The major purpose of this study was to deter¬
mine the differences, if any, in females which may arise from, or be
related to, participation in athletics. The specific purposes of the
study are to determine whether participation in athletics affects the
following personality characteristics: (1) personal adjustment; (2)
self-reliance; (3) 3ense of personal worth and freedom; (4) feeling of
belonging; (5) withdrawing tendencies; (6) nervous symptoms; (7) social
standards; (8) social skills; (9) anti-social tendencies; (10) family-
relations; (11) school relations; (12) community relations; (13) total
adjustment.
Definition of Terms,—For the purpose of this study, the terms
which follow carry the meaning ascribed to them:
1. The term, "personality," refers to behavorial traits as
measured by the California Test of Personality,
2, The term, "self-reliance," refers to an individual who
can do things independently of others.
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3. The term, "personal worth," refers to an individual who
feels he is well regarded by others.
4. The tern, "personal freedom," refers to an individual who
has reasonable freedan in the determination of his con¬
duct and in setting the policies that shall govern his life.
5* The term, "feeling of belonging," refers to an individual
who enjoys the love of his family and friends.
6. The term, "withdrawing tendencies," refers to an individual
who substitutes the joys of a fantasy world for actual
successes in real life.
7. The term, "nervous symptoms," refers to an individual who
suffers from one or more of a variety of physical symptoms,
such as loss of appetite and chronic tiredness.
8* The term, "social standards," refers to an individual who
understands what is regarded as being right or wrong.9.The term, "social skills," refers to an individual who
shows a liking for people, ufaen he inconveniences himself
to be of assistance to them.
10. The term, "anti-social tendencies," refers to an individual
who is given to bullying, frequent quarreling, disobedience,
and distructiveness to property.
11. The tern, "family relations," refers to an individual who
is loved and treated well at home.
12. The term, "school or occupation relations," refers to an
individual who is satisfactorily adjusted at school and
work.
13* The term, "community relations,” refers to an individual
who makes a good adjustment in his community.
14. The term, "athlete," refers to those girls who are members
of the varsity first or second, team in basketball, track
or tennis.
15. The term, "non-athlete," refers to those girls who do
not belong to any athletic team at school or in the community*
Locale of the Study.—This study was conducted at one of the
high schools far Negroes in Atlanta, Georgia. This school is located
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in the southwestern part of Atlanta. The school is surrounded by two
housing projects which house about two thousand families. These pro¬
ject homes have modern facilities which enhance good living standards*
The school population is seventeen hundred boys and girls.
Method of Research.-—The Descriptive Survey of Research utilizing
tests and statistical treatment, was used to gather and interpret the
data in this study.
Description of Subjects.—-The total number of fifty girls selected
from a high school in Atlanta, Georgia was used in this stuc^r.
These subjects were equated according to ages, grade placements,
intelligence quotients and scholastic averages.
In the group of twenty-five female "athletes," the age mean was
16.55; I.Q., 79*0; grade placement, 10*86; and scholastic average, 2*7*
In the group of the twenty-five female "non-athletes," the age mean
was 16.50; I.Q., 81.2j grade placement, 10.86 and scholastic average,
2.67. There v/as no statistical significant difference between the
two groups.
Description of the Instrumgits.-—The purposes of this study were
realized by examining the school’s individual permanent record cards
to ascertain the subjects' ages, grade placement, intelligence quotients,
and scholastic averages*
Personality was measured by the California Test of Personality.
Form AA.^ It is divided into two sections—Personal Adjustment and
Social Adjustment* The section on personal adjustment indicates how
^Louis P. Thorpe, et* al., California Test of Personality
(Lob Angeles, 1953).
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the pupil thinks and feel about himself and his personal security.
In the other section, the pupil reveals his social ad justment on
feelings of social security*
Procedure.—Tbs data of this research was gathered and analyzed
during the second semester of the 1958-1959 school year and presented
as follows:
1. A review, summation, and presentation of the related
literature pertinent to the thesis research.
2. The subjects were selected and equated in the following
manner:
a. Selected all twenty-five members of the female varsity
basketball, track, and tennis teams.
b. Identified these girls by ages, grade placements,
I.Q.'s and scholastic averages.
c. Examined the pupils* permanent record cards and matched
these "non-athletes" with the "athletes.11
3. The administration of the California Test of Personality.
4. The assemblage of the test data into appropriate tables as
the basis for the analysis and interpretation required by
the research.
5. Computations of the essential statistical measures such as:
toe mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of toe
mean, standard error of the difference between means, and
Fisher's "t".
6. Findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations as
derived from the data as presented in the finished copy*
Value of the Study.—It is believed that the findings of this
stucfcr:
(1) Reveal the extent to which the personality of female athletes
compare with female non-athletes at Price High School.
(2) Serve as a source of direction to teachers, coaches and
administrators for suggestions and recommendations to improve
the athletic program, far the female population at Price Hi$i
School.
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Survey of Related Literature*—The related literature pertinent
to this study will be organized under two captions, namely* (a) theories
and research concerning personality; (b) theories and research concerning
athletics for women*
Theories and Research Concerning Personality
Sargent^- states that personality refers to the total integrated
pattern of an individual’s characteristic behavior.
o
Thorpe and Craze states that* personality from a philosophical
point of view is synonymous with the stream of ideas, feeling and
emotions which the individual, being conscious of self, can experience
subjectively*
Lee^ states that health and worthy citizenship are two terms
that seem to cover completely the wide range of qualities desirable as
by-products in ary educational scheme and of all phases of education,
sports and games present to the educator the most fertile field for
the cultivation of these qualities.
Personality, according to Jones^ may be defined in terms of
points of view. From one point of view, personality and individuality
may be used interchangeably; it is what makes one an individual, makes
^Sargent, Stansfeld S. Social Psychology. New York; The Ronald
Press Co., 1950*
2
Thorpe, Lewis P. and Craze, Wendell, Developmental Psychology.
New Yorks Ronald Press, 1956*
3
Lee, Mabel, “Sports and Games—An Educational Dynamic Force."
Women’s Division, National Amateur Athletic Federation, A. S. Barnes
and Co., New York (1930) p. 14.
^Jones, Arthur J., Principles of Guidance (New York), p. 174.
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one different from others. Fran another point of view, personality
is the structure and pattern of an individuals total behavicr*
These two points of view reveal different or somewhat divergent
meaning of personality. On the other hand, personality is thou^it of
as something an individual has somewhere within himself, as a result
of acts in a given way, he impresses others, he adjusts himself* A
man may seem cross and crabbed to his associates because he acts that
wav in his office but when he gets home with his family he is really
sympathic and generous. As opposed to this, it is said that one
does not possess personality as one does a suit, it is not something
that is within one, it is behavior, how he acts or even how he affects
and impresses others.
Watson-*- gives his views on personality and athletics when to
explains:
You may be aware only cf a swimming stroke which needs to be
improved, but in the course cf doing something about the stroke,
you will also be exercising subtle but powerful influences upon
personality. Organisms are units such that changes in one function and
have consequences and reverberations through the whole system. Those
of you who work with team games know that matter goes further than the
individual organism.
In a well-orgaiized team, changes in one member may influence the
feelings, activities and adjustments cf eveiy other member. Interacting
is the main things we do* We are interacting all the time physiologi¬
cally within our environment. The characteristic process cf interaction
Batson, G. B., "Personality Growth Through Athletes," Journal
of Health and Physical Education. IX (Sept. 1938) p. 408.
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make tip the personality.
Theories and Besearch Concerning Athletics for Women
Knowles*- studied pupils vtao participated and those who did not
participate in non-class activities and reported a statistically
significant difference in favor of the participating pupils over the
non-participating pupils in self-adjustment.
o
Somers states that the America! girl of adolescent years is
not only interested in games and sports—she is eager for them* She
has not, however, the background nor the training Initiate and
conduct such games far herself. She is, therefore, easily led in an
athletic pregram, and because she is so fond of sport and of ability
in sport, she is apt to make an idol of those who lead or perform well
in these activities and to follow in their footsteps, Tbi effect of
leadership is seen in its result in the girl, 1
■j \
Link^ stated that (1) children and youths who participate in
wholesome physical activities, competitive or otherwise, and who
consequently sleep well and regularly at night tend tp have person¬
alities superior to those who live less activelyj (2) those who take
part in cooperative activities are, as a rule, more extrovert and
socially adjusted than youths who spend their time almost exclusively
!
listening to radio and reading,
■*-Kncw]es, &i>y L* MA Study of Participating and Non-Partici¬
pating Pupils in Non-Class Activities", Unpublished Master’s Thesis,
School of Education, Atlanta University, 1950.
2Somers, Florence A, Principles of Women’s Athletics. New
York: A. S. Barnes and Co., 1930.
^Link, Henry C. "A Test of Four Personality Traits of Adolescents",
Journal of Applied Psychology, XX (1930) 527-34.
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Lawrence and Fox^ state that values are sou^it, not caught.
There are many values inherent in sports, but first "they must be
recognized and then there must be a conscious plan to bring them into
reality. Values are found in needs and it is through the fulfillment
of the basic needs of man that values become significant. These
values may fall into two general classifications—those which are
primarily concerned with personal fulfillment and those which pertain
essentially to human relationships*
Personal values to be attained through play and recreation are
many. Man*s biological-social-emotional needs are forces which shape
his life and the extent to which they are met determines the quality
of his living* Hie biological need for activity has long been
recognized, and the values resulting from participation in sports are
well-known facts. To a lesser degree is the great psychic value
recognized and understood. Personality is developed when certain
basic needs are satisfied, namely, the need for recognition of
individual worth and dignity. Success is an essential experience in
personality development. This does not mean that the development of a
wholesome personality is dependent upon the winning of a basketball
game, but one has only to recall the feeling of elation which
accompanied some 3mall success to appreciate fully the significance of
tills statement.
There are many classic examples of the underprivileged child,
the poor student, the social misfit who gained self-respect through
^Lawrence, Helen B. and Fox, Grace I., Basketball for (iris atxi
Women. Mc(S,aw Hill Book Company. Inc., New York, 1954.
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success in sports. These are values to seek. What more can one hope
to do for youth? Personality comes from within, and as the inner
self sees itself so is the person.
According to the National Section on Girls and Women's Sports^-
the purpose of athletics is to encourage and promote athletic programs
for girls and women in the belief that participation in these
activities contributes to total fitness, enjoyable use of leisure and
attractive physical, mental and social qualities of womanhood. The
NSOWS has established the following standards fcr an athletic program:
The construction of the program cf athletic activities must
be based upon a knowledge of the elements of individual
differences which are age, physique, interests, ability,
experience, health and stage of physiological, emotional, and
social maturity.
Athletic activities must be sleeted and classified on the
basis of the best current scientific evidence and in terms
of the many interrelated factors entering into play.
Wise conduct of the aihletic program must provide for con-
tinous challenge to the ingenuity, organizing powers and
powers of appraisal c£ every player.
Wise conduct of an athletic program must make provision for
every plays* to lead according to her merit and skill in
leading and to follow according to her willingiess and
ability to adapt herself to others and to a common end.
Special restrictions upon participation, such as participation
during the menstrual period, must be determined by individual
differences, with conservation in the absence of final as the
rule.
The element of competition, present in all organized group
play, must be made to function as the fundamental constructive
factor in the athle tic program.
The athletic program must progressively educate the participants
away from the need of artifical incentive and tangible awards.
^•American Association For Health, Physical Education and
Recreation) Physical Education For High School Students) NBA, US, 1955.
u
Competitive events should be limited to small geographic areas
with transportation being provided in bonded carriers.
The literature reveals that the Women's Rules Committee of the
NS OATS has developed rules and standards of competition for girls and
women in sports.
Ihe rules have eliminated rough body contact, shortened playing
periods, and reduced running distances.
The future trends and policies place emphasis on more recreational
forms of athletics and stress the educational and recreational aspects
of athletics as opposed to spectator spirts.
This connittee has adopted a slogan, "A sport for eveiy girl and
every girl in a sport." This means a program of sports for girls which
includesmany team and individual sports so that each girl may have an
opportunity to participate in several that interest her according to
her Neills.
Nadi^ states that there are measurable differences in heart
capacity, muscular strength, and skeletal proportions between the sexes.
These differences impose greater limitations on women in activities of
strength, speed, and endurance. In sport of these limitations, women
have always shown marked capacity in activities, hard work and staying
power.
*Nash, Jay B., Physical Education: Interpretations and Objectives.
A. S. Barnes and Co., (New Ioik, 1948), p. 277.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement.—This chapter presents, interprets,
and analyzes the data obtained to answer the purposes of this study.
The data are presented in two sections* (I) data obtained from
examination of school recordsj (2) data obtained from the adminis¬
tration of the California Test of Personality Form AA,
The subjects used in this research were selected as follows*
(1) all twenty-five girls who were on the varsity basketball, track
or tennis teams were used; (2) athletes* ages, grade placements,
intelligence quotients, and scholastic averages were taken from
school records j (3) twenty-five female non-athletes were selected
and matched with "athletes" on basis of age, grade placements,
intelligence quotients, and scholastic averages.
Organization and Treatment of Data,—The data obtained to
accomplish the purposes of this research are organized in thirty-
nine tables. The tables will present the basic data chi the ages,
grade placements, intelligence quotients, and scholastic averages,
and components of the California Test of Personality,
The tables will present frequency distributions of both groups
together with their respective neasures of central tendency,
variability, and reliability*
The criterion of the reliability of the statistics for this
research was Fisher*s "t" of significant differences. The five per
cent level csf confidence was used, which gives "t" a value of 1.96*
Data Obtained From School Records,— The data obtained frcm
analyses of the school records dealt with ages, grade placements,
intelligence quotients, and the scholastic averages of the twenty-
five female "athletes'1 and the twenty-five female "non-athletes."
Tables 1 and 2 present the data pertaining to age distributions
frequencies, mean, sigma standard error of the mean, and "t" for the
groups.
The ages of the "athletes" ranged from a low of three or twelve
per cent between the ages of thirteen and fourteen to a high of six¬
teen or sixty-four per cent between the ages of seventeen and eighteen
The nean fcr hi is group was 16.55, sigma .850 and the standard
error of the mean #123*
The ages of the "non-athletes" range from a low of four or
sixteai per cent between the ages of thirteen and f ourteen to a high
of sixteen cr sixty-four per cent between the ages of seventeen and
eighteen.
The mean for this group was 16.50, sigma .850 and the standard
error of the nean .123*
The "t" of *156 was not statistically significant because it
was less than 1*96 at the five per cent level of confidence.
Tables 3 and 4 present the data pertaining to the intelligence
quotients, frequencies, mean, signa, standard error of the mean and
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the "t" for the groups.
The intelligence quotients of the "athletes" ranged from a l«r
of two or eight per cent witi I.Q.*s between seventy and seventy-four
to a high of five with I.Q. between eighty and eighty-four.
The mean for this group was 79.0, sigma 10.5, and the standard
error of the mean 2.15.
The intelligence quotients far the "non-athletes" ranged frcrn.
a low of two persons or eight per cent with I.Q.'s between sixty-five
and sixty-nine to a high of five or twenty per cent with I.Q’s between
eighty and eighty-four.
Tie mean was 81.2, sigma 8*50 and the standard error of the
mean 1.73*
The "t" of .732 was not statistically significant.
Tables 5 and 6 present the data pertaining to the grade place¬
ments, frequencies, mean, sigma, standard error of the mean and the
"t" for the group.
Ihe grade placements for the "athletes" ranged from a low of
eight persons cr 32 per cent in the eighth and ninth grades to a high
of seventeen or sixty-ei^it per cent in the eleventh and twelfth grades.
Hie mean for this group was 10.86, signa 2.22 and the standard
error of the mean was 0.
The grade placements for the "non-athletes" ranged fran a low of
ei^it persons cr thirty-two per cent in the eighth and ninth grades to
a high of seventeen or sixty-eight per cent in the eleventh and twelfth
grades.
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Hie mean was 10.86, sigma 2.22 and the standard error of the
mean was 0.
Toe "t" of 0 was not statistically significant.
Table3 7 and 8 present the data pertaining to the scholastic
averages, frequencies, mean, signa, standard error of the mean and the
"t" for the groups.
The scholastic averages for ibe nathletes'* ranged from a lew
of four persons tr sixteen per cent with averages between 1.5 and 1*9
to a high of five or twenty per cent with averages between 3.5 and 4*0.
The mean was 2.7, sigma .665, and the standard error of the
mean 1.35.
The scholastic averages for the "non-athletes" ranged from a
low of four persons or eight per cent with averages between 1.5 and
1.9 to a hi^i of ei^it or thirty-two per cent with averages between
2.5 and 2*9.
The mean was 2.67, sigma *490, and the standard error of the
mean was 1.
The "t" of *030 was not statistically significant at the five
per cent level of confidence.
Tables 9 will present the summary of Hie data on ages, I.Q.,
grade placement and scholastic averages of the twenty-five female
"athletes" and twenty-five female "non-athletes."
Data Obtained From California Test of Personality.—The data
obtained from the California Test of Personality dealt with self-
reliance, personal worth, personal freedom, feeling of belonging,
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withdrawing tendencies, nervous symptoms, social standards, social
skills, anti-social tendencies, family relations, school or
occupation relations, community relations, personal adjustment, and
total adjustments which are components of the teat.
The scores for athletes ranged from a low of one or four per
cent with scores between one and three to a high cf thirteen or fifty-
two per cent with scares between ten and twelve.
The mean for this group was 10,3, signa 2.96, and the standard
error of the mean .605*
These data indicate that eighteen subjects or sevsity-two par
cent scared at or above the mm at 10.3.
The scores for this group range from a low of six with scores
between thirteen and fifteen to a higi of eleven with scares between
ten and twelve.
Tiie mean was 10.76, sigma 2.2^, and the standard error of the
mean .460.
These data indicate that seventeen subjects or sixty-ei^it
per cent scared at or above the reaa of 10.67.
It is believed that this high percentage of scores in the area
of "self-reliance" on the part cf the non-athlete is due to the
following fact3j (1) Both parents work and children are alone most of
the time} (2) Parents are separated and children live with one parent
who must work and leave children at home.
Tiie "t" ratio for the two groups was .605. This was not
statistically significant.
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The scores for this group ranged from one or four per cent with
scores between four and 3ix to a high of thirteen or fifty-two par cent
with scores between thirteen and fifteen.
The mean for this group was 32 .8, sigma 2,39 and the standard
error of the mean ,499*
These data indicate that in the area of "personal worth" fifty-
two per cent of these athletes scored above the mean of 12.8 and forty-
eight per cent below the meart.
The writer feels that a little more than half of this group
feels that people have faith in them and they (the group) have average
ability.
This may be due to previous inadequate star roundings and
opportunities.
The scores for this group ranged from a low of two or eight
per cent with scores between seven and nine to a high of eighteen or
seventy-two per cent with scores between thirteen and fifteen*
The me an was 12,9, sigma 1.20, and the standard error of the
mean ,245,
These data indicate that in the area of "personal worth" seventy-
two per cent of the "athletes" scored above the mean of 12,9 and twenty-
eight per cent below.
The large number of those above the mean may be due to good
previous surroundings and opportunities ftr wholesome socialization.
The "t" ratio far the two groups was 1,52, This is hi<£i but
net statistically significant at the five per cent level of confidence.
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The scares for the "athletes" on personal freedom ranged from
a low of four or sixteen per cent with s cores between seven and nine
to a high of twelve or forty-eight per cent with scores between
thirteen and fifteen.
The mean was 11*96, sigaa 2.19, and the standard error of the
mean .447*
These data indicate that approximately eighty-four per cent of
these subjects scored at or above to mean in the area of personal
freedom*
Here again, this large par centage can be traced to the fact
that economic conditions force these subjects to be left on their own
and practically rear themselves.
The scores for the "non-athletes" on personal freedom ranged
from a low of two or eight per cent with scores between seven and nine
to a higfc of twelve or forty-eight per cent with scores between thirteen
and fifteen.
The mean was 12.2, sigma 1.90, and the standard error of the
mean .388*
This indicates that approximately ninety-two per cart of the
"non-athletes" scored abcre the mean of 12.2 and ei^rit per cent below.
Here again, the writer attributes this to the fact -that these
subjects' parents work and they (subjects) are on their own a great
deal of the time.
The "t" ratio for these groups was .405* This is not
statistically significant.
The scares for the "athletes" on feeling of belonging ranged from
a low of one or four pa* cent with scores between one and three to a
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high of seventeen cr sixty-eight per cent with scares between thirteen
and fifteen.
The mean was 12.7, sigma 2.10, and the standard error of the
mean .428.
These data indicate that ninety-two par cent of the “athletes*
scored above toe mean of 22.7 and d.ght per cent below.
The writer believes that the large number of subjects scoring
above the mean is due to the following*
1. the close and numerous associations with their neighbors.
These subjects live in and around two large housing pro¬
jects.
2. these subjects, for the most part, come from families with
two or more children.
The “non-athletes" feeling of belonging scores ranged from a
low of four or sixteen per cent with scores between ten andtwelve to
a high of twenty-one or eighty-four per cent with scores between
thirteen and fifteen.
toe mean was 13.5, sigma 1*09 and the standard error of the
is an .222.
These data indicate that ei(^ity-four per cent scored above the
mean of 13.5 and sixteen per cent below.
Ibis high percentage above the mean may also be attributed tot
1. toe close and numerous associations of the subjects with
their neighbors
2. large families
The "t" ratio for toe two groups was high at 1.68, but not
statistically significant at the five per cent level of confidence.
The scores for the “athletes” on withdrawing tendencies ranged
from a low of three or twelve per cent with scores between seven and
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nine to a high cf fourteen or fiftyeix por cent wfeh scores between
thirteen and fifteen*
The mm was 1.3, aigaa 2.10, and the standard error of the
kban *428.
Hie data indicated that fifty-six per cent scored above the
E»an of 12.3, thirty-two per cent near the rean and twelve per cent
below*
This high ;ancentration near or above the man nay be due to
the ft Homing* (1) to their participation with tin tseabers of their
various tearsj (2) to the confidence one gains tlrowh participation*
The scores far the "non-athle tee" on withdrawing tendencies
ranged from a low cf one or four per cent with scores between fbur
and six to a high of twelve cr forty-eight per cent with scores between
ten and twelve*
The ©an was 9*8, sigm 2,43, and the standard error of the
man *495*
Hiese data indicate that the mean for the nnc**-athle tea" was
2.5 lover tiian tin raean of tie athletes, however, sixty-eight per cent
of this group scored above tlie mean of 9*8 and thirty-taro per cent
below*
Tliis indicates to the writer that this group withdraws mare
readily then the group cf "athle tes."
The nV* ratio for the tao groups was 3*82* This is hi.^h sod
is statistically significant in favor cf the "athletes."
Ss scores for the "athletes" for nsrvoie syaptooa ranged fraa
a lofi cf one or four p r jentwith sccres between four and six to a
high cf thirteen or fifty-two per cent with scores between thirteen
and fifteen*
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The mm was 12*23, sigma 1*99* and the standard error of the
mean *403*
These data Indicate that eiiity-four per cent of this group
scored above -Use mm of 12*26 and sixteen per oant below*
This large c onosntr=tion above the mean say be doe tot (1)
participation in group athletics help develop emotional balance;
(2) subjects have opportunity to become identified ty and with groups
thus, eliminating one cause of motional conflict*
The scores for the "nan-athletes" for nervous symptoms ranged
from a low of three or twelve per cant with scores between seven and
nine to a high of seventeen or sixty-eight per cent with scores between
thirteen and fifteen*
The saan was 11*96, signs 2*37, and the standard error of the
sean *432*
These data indicate that store than sixty-eight per cent of this
group scored above the seen and approximately thirty-two per cent
below the nnan*
This concentration around the mean may be due to the 3ame
reasons as listed for the "athletes*"
The °t° ratio for these groups was *305* Ibis was not
statistically significant*
He scores for this section ranged from a low of one oar four
per cent with scares between forty-five and forty-nine to a hi#i of
nine or thirty-six per cent with scares between seventy-five and
seventy-nine*
The scan for this group was 69*6, sigma 8*36, and the standard
error of the man 1*70*
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These data indicate that sixty-four per cent of this group
scored at or abare the mean of 69.6 and thirty-six per cent below the
mean*
Ibis means that the majority of this group has made a normal
adjustment in feelings of personal security*
The scores for this group raiged from a low of two or eis^it
per cent with scores between sixty-five and sixty-nine to a high ctf
nine or thirty-six per cent with scores between seventy and seventy-
four.
The mean for this group was 72.2, sigma 6.60, and the standard
error of the mean 1*34-
These data indicate that seventy-two per cent of this group
scored above the scan of 72.2 and tweuty-ei^ht per cent scored below
the mean.
This mean was 2.6 higher than that of the "athle tes.0 This
high percentage indicates that this group was better adjusted than
the "athletes0 in the area of toted personal adjustment.
The "t° for these two groups was 1.81. Ibis is hirdi but not
statistically significant.
The scores for the "athletes” on social standards ranged from
a low of two or eifht per cent with scores between seven and nine to
a high of eighteen or seventy-two pa* cent with scores between thirteen
and fifteen.
The amen was 12.9, sigma 1.88, and the standard error of the
mean .383.
This indicates that seventy-two per cent of this group scored
above the mean of 12*9 and twenty-ei^it per cent scored below the mean.
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This means that the majority of this ease to understand the
rights of others and who appreciates the necessity at subordinating
certain desires to the needs of the group*
The scores for the "nof^-athletee" ranged from a lor of one cr
four per cent with scores between seven and nine to a hi,A of twenty-cne
or eighty-four per cent with scares between thirteen and fifteen*
The mm tras 13*4# sigma 1*12, end the standard error of the
mean *230.
These data indicate the t eighty-four per cent of tills group
scored at or above the treat ef 13*4 and sixteen per cent below the
mean*
Here a gain, this indicates that the majority at this gn»p, like
the "athletes" understand what is regarded as being ri&it or wrong*
The "V for these two 'Croups was 1*12* This is not statistically
significant*
The scores for the "athletes" on social skills ranged from a
low of six or twenty-four per cant with scores between seven and sine
to a high of twelve cr forty-eight per cent with scores between thirteen
and fifteen*
The mean was 11*72, sigma 2,45, and the standard error *500,
This indicated that approximately seventy-six per cent scored
near cr above the mem of 11*72 and twenty-four per cent below the mean*
This indicates that the majority of these subjects hare learned
to subordinate his or her egotistic tendencies in favor of interest in
favtr of interest in problems and activities of his associates*
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The scores for the "non-athle tea'* on social skills ranged from
a low of one or four per cent with scores between four and six to a
hi$i of fourteen or fifty-six per cent with scores betwem thirteen
and fifteen.
The mean was 12*8, sigma 1.89, and the standard error of the
mean .387*
Ibis indicates that fifty-six per cent scores above the mean
of 12.8 and forty-four per cent below the mean.
This indicates that the nearly half of these subjects have
also learned to subordinate his or her egotistic tendencies in favor
of interest in problems and activities of his associates.
The "t" ratio for these two groups was .568. This is not
statistically significant.
The scores for the "athletes" on anti-social tendencies ranged
from a low of £±mb or twenty per cent with scares between seven and
nine to a high cf fourteen or fifty-six per cent with scores between
ten and twelvew
The mean was 11.12, sigma 1.99, and the standard error of the
mean .407.
This data indicates that approximately eighty per cent of this
group scored at or above the mean of 11*12 and twenty per cent below.
This is believed to indicate that the majority of this group is
reasonable free of anti-social tendencies.
The scores for the "non-athletes" on anti-social tendencies
ranged from a low of three or twelve per cent with scores between seven
and nine to a hi#i of fourteen or fifty-six per cent with scores between
ten and twelve.
The mean was 11.6, sigma 1.90, andd the standard error of the
mean .388.
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This data indicate that approximately eighty-eight per cent
of the subjects scared at or above the mean of 11.6 and -twelve per cent
below the mean.
Ihis also indicates that the majority of this group is reasonable
free of anti-social tendencies.
The wtn ratio for these two groups is .858. !Ihis i3 not
statistically significant.
The scares for this group ranged from a low of one or four per
cent with scores between four and six to a high of twelve or forty-
eight per cent with scores between thirteen and fifteen.
The mean was 11.72, 3igma 2.45, and the standard error of the
mean .500.
Ihese data mean that approjdmately eighty per cent scored at or
above the mean of 11.72 and twenty pa* cent below the mean.
This indicates tint most of these subjects enjoy desirable
family relationships.
The scores for this group ranged from a low of three or twelve
per cent with scores between seven and nine to a high of sixteen or
sixty-four pa* cent with scores between thirteen and fifteen.
The mean was 12.2, sigma 2.45, and the standard error of the
mean .430.
These data indicate that approximately eighty-ei$vt per cent
scored at or above the mean of 12.2 and twelve per cent below the mean.
This also indicates that most of these subjects enjoy desirable
family relationships.
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The ”tn for these two groups traa *729* This Is not statistically
significant.
The scores for this group ratged frcta a lew of six or twenty-
four per cent with scores between seven and nine to a high of eleven
car ferty-four per cent with scares between ten end twelve.
The mean was 11.24, sirsaa 2.25, and the standard error of the
ciean *460.
These data indicate that approxim-tely serventy-eix per cent
scored at cr above the mean of 11.24 and twenty-four per cent below
the meat.
The writer believes that tie naJority of thi3 group is satisfac¬
torily adjusted at school.
Hie scores fear this grmp ranged from a low of one cr four per
cent with scores between four and six to a high of nine or thirty-six
per cent with scares between thirteen and fifteen.
The mean was 11.12, sigma, 2.61 and the standard error of the
mean .510.
These data indicate that approximately seventy-two per cent
scored at or above the nsan of 11*12 and twenty-eight per cent below
the mean.
This also indicates tint the majority of this group Is satisfac¬
torily adjusted at sdiool*
The rttK ratio for the two groups was .173. This is not
si^ificant.
The scares far this group ranged from a low of two or eight
per cent with scares between four and six to a high of eleven or forty-
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four per cent with scares between tan and twelve*
The mean was 11*43, sigma 2*40, and the standard error of the
mean *490*
These data indicate that approximately eighty-four per cent
scored at cr above the mean of 11*12 and sixteen per cent below the
nBan*
The writer believes that this means the subjects are making
good adjustments in his community*
The scares far this group ranged from a low of one or four
per cent with scores between one and three to a high of eleven or
forty-four per cent with scores between ten aid twelve*
The mean was 11*25, sigma 2*40, and the standard error of the
•re an *490.
These data indicate that approximately eighty per cent scared
at cr abare the mean of 11.25 and twenty per cent below the mean*
The writer believes that moat of the subjects in this group
are making good adjustments in his community.
The *tw ratio for the two groups was *244* This was not
statistically significant.
The scores for the total adjustment ranged fran a low of one
or four- par cent with scares between one twenty and one twarty-nine
to a high of seven cr baronty-eii^it per cent arith scores between one
fifty and one fifty-nine.
The mean was 144*5, sigma 18*2 and the standard error of the
mean 3.72.
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This indicates that eppcoxina&ely forty-six per cent of tlxis
group scored at or above toe neaii sf 144*5*
This also indicates that a little less of half of this group
scored bold? the nean which signifies that this group is a little
above average in total adjustment*
The scares for toe total adjustment raised fron a lew of cos
or four per cent with scores between ninety and ninety-nine to a high
of seven or twenty-eight per cent with scores between one sixty and
on© sixty-nine*
Tbs seaa wa3 139*5* sigaa 1S#1 and the standard error of the
essr 3*72*
The assn was 139*7; this indicates that sixty-four per cent
scored above toe hean of 139*5*
Tables ten through thirty-nine will present tl© data pertaining
to the distribution of scores, frequencies, raeaa, signs, standard error
of toe mean, and the ”t" ratio for the two groups of twenty-five feral©
"athletes” and twenty-five female "noa-atiiletes" used in this study*
Percentile Bank Of The Group—According to the percentile noma
of toe California Test of Personality* the data from these taro groups
in total pa'sonal adjustment have to© following rails s
Mine "athletes" ranked at toe seventy percentile, seven at the
fifty percentile, five at the thirty percentile, too at the tea percentile
and one at the five percentile*
The mean cf (ftjb for this group has a percentile rank of fifty,
Four "non-etoletes" ranked at the ei#ity percentile, five at the
seventy percentile, nine at the fifty percentile, two between toe thirty
30
and forty percentile, and fire between the twenty and ti irty percentile*
The mean d 72*2 for this group has a percentile rank of fifty*
In the area of total adjustment the percentile rank of cue
natMete” was between ninety-five and ninety-eight, case at ninety, semi
between sixty and ninety, five between forty and sixty, five between
thirty end forty, one between twenty an: thirty and five between ten and
twenty*
The man of 144*5 for this group has a percentile rank of fifty*
Seven "non-ethle tea” ranked between eighty and ninety-live, four
between sixty and eighty, five between forty and sixty, four between
thirty and ferty, three between twenty and thirty, one between ten and
twenty and one etween five and ten*
The sewn of 139*5 for this group has a percentile rank of forty*
These data indicate that the fossale "athletes and non-atribe tes"
used as sublets in the present study are about as well adjusted in
teixas of per sonal and social adjustaenb as are individuals from the
general population*
These data also indicate that the "athl tea" used as sublets in
tills study are about as well adjusted as are individuals from the general
population in total adjustment. However, the "non-athletes* rooked a
little adjusted as the general population*
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF THE
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES





17 -18 16 •6i; 16 •6U
1$ -16 6 .2It £ .20
13 - XU 3
!
*12 h .16




STJMMAET OF THE DATA ON THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGES
OF THE T/fENTT-FlVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TOTTY-
FIVE NON-ATHIETES AT ONE OF THE NEGRO HIGH
SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, CSORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S l*t«
Athle tes 25 16.55 .850 .123 .156
Non-Athletes 25 16.50 .850 .123
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE
TBENT5MFTVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TRHITMEVE NON¬
ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA,GEORGIA
Athletes Non-Athletes
I* Q. No, Percent No. Percent
ioo - iob 1 .ob 0
95 - 99 0 3 .12 .
90 - 9k 3 .12 1 ,cti ...
85 - 89 b .16 b
80 - 8b 5 .20 5 .20
75 - 79 b .16 9 .36
i i 1-4o i lL* 2 .08 0
65 - 69 3 .12 2 .08
60 - 6b 3 .12 1 .ob
Total 25 100 25 100
TA3LE 4
SUVUAHT OF THE DATA OR THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
CF THE TFENTY-FTTO FHttLE ATHIETES AND TiTENTT-FTVE
NON-ATHLETES AT ORE OF TIE NEGRO Hid! SCHOOIS IN
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.M.
Athletes 25 79.0 10.5 2.15 .732




DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE
TWENTY-FUZE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-
FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE CEF THE
HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Non-Athletes
Grade No* Percent No. Percent
11-12 17 .68 17 .68
9-10 8 .32 8 .32
CO1c—
Total 25 100 25 100
TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE GRADE PLACEMENT
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF
THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S .E.M. Mt"
Athletes 25 10.86 2,22 0 0
Non-Athletes 25 10.86 2,22 0
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOLASTIC AVERAGES OF THE
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-FIVE
FEMALE NON-ATHIETES AT ONE OF THE HIGH
SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Ath].etes Non-At iletes
Average No. Percent No. Percent
3.5 - U.0 2 .08 5 .20
3.0 - 3.U 3 .12 3 .12
2.5 - 2.9 12 .1*8 8 CM•
_rt.CM1O.CM 6 .21* .20
1.5 - 1.9 2 .08 1* .16
Total 25 100 25 100
<1
TA : L£ 8
31&SJU2 OF THE DATA OH THE SCHOLASTIC AVF.AGSS
OF THE WKIff-mi PtffelAIE ATHLETES AND TWHJTX-
FIVE FMALE NOH-ATHIBTBS AT ORB OF THE NEGRO
HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Grout* Ntnbor llMt ■t"
Athletes 25 2.7 .665 U35 .030
Non-Athle tea 25 2.67 •490 I
TABUS 9
SUMMARY OF THE DATA OK CffiSHtQLOGKAL AGES, I.Q., SCHOLASTIC
AVERAGE AHD PLACE?!5MT B3T TUB T8BBKWPISS FEKALS ATHLETES
Am TmmmFm female wtMmimr- m hiice hick school
Athletes llon-AthLoteo





Age 16,55 .850 *123 16.50 .850 1.23 .05 •32U .156
Intelligence
Quotient 79,0 10*5 2,15 81*2 8.50 1.73 2.2 2.76 .732
Grade
Placement 10.86 2.22 0 10,86 2*22 0 0 0 0
Scholastic
Average 2.7 .665 1*35 2*67 *U90 1 0*3 1*68 .030
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE
(SELF-RELIANCE) COMPONENTS OF THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-
FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE
HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
A+.
Score
. No, Percent No. Percent
33-15 5 oCVJ• 6 .2U
10-32 33 CJ 11 Jilt
7-9 h .16 8 •32
U- 6 2 .08 0
1- 3 1 .Cfc 0




SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE SELF-RELIANCE
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHIE TES AT ONE OF
THE NEGRO HICH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.H . "t"
Athle tea 25 10.3 2.96 .605 •605
Non-Athletes 25 10.76 2.25 .460
TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SENSE OF PERSONAL Y70RTH
OF THE TOJTf-rTVE FSIALE ATHIETES AND WENTT-
FIVE FEMALE HOB-ATHLETES AT ORE OF TIE HI®
S®OOIfl IN ATIANTA, QE0R3IA
Athletes Non-Athletea
Secure No. Percent No,
Percent
13-15 13 •52 18 .72
10-22 9 .36 5 *20
7-9 2 ,08 2
•08
4 — 6 1 .04 0
1- 3 0 0
Total 25 IOO 25
100
TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE SENSE OF PERSONAL ffORTH
OF THE TV'ENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-FIVE
FEMALE HON-ATHIETES AT ONE OF' THE NEGRO HIGH 8CH00IS
IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
□roups Hrabar Mean S.D. S.E.M. «t"
Athletes 25 12.8 2.39 •487 1,52
No*v-Athlete3 25 12.9 1,20 •245
TABLE &
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES FCR THE SENSE OF HRSCK&L FREEDOM
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-FIVE
FEMALE NONWLTHLETES AT ONE OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS IN
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athleltes Non-Athletes
Score No* Percent No. Percent
13-3$ 12 32 M
10 - 12 9 •36 11 Mi
7-9 h •16 2 •08
U- 6 0
1 — 3 0
Total 2$ 100 2$ 100
TABLE 15
SUMMAET OF ®E DATA ON THE SENSE OF PERSONAL FREED®!
OF THE WHITT-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND 1WENTC-FTVE
FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS
IN ATIANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Nraber Mean S.D. S.E.M. "t"
Athletes 25 11.96 2.19 .447 .405
Non-Athletes 25 12.2 1.90 totoff\.
TABLE 26
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES FOR THE FEELING OF BELONGING
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-FIVE
FEMAIE NON-ATHIETES AT ONE OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS IN
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Non-Athletes
Score No* Percent No* Percent
13-W 17 *68 21
- *84
10-12 6 ♦2U h *16
7 - 9 1
h - 6 1
1H 0
Total 25 100 25 100
£
TABLE 17
SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE FEELING OF BELONGING
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTT-
FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE NEGRO
HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, ffiORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. 3.E.M. "t"
Athletes 25 12.7 2.10
i
CO$• 1.68









































8U&AHT OP THE DATA ON SHE *ITHD»B?IHG TEHDERCIBS
OF THE TftENTT-FlVB FEMALE ATHLETES AND TTEH IT-FIVE
FEMALE HOB-ATHIATES AT ONE OF THE Bf-GRO HI® SCHOOLS
IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
' '
Groups Nusber —?I®an S.P. »t"
Athletes 25 12.3 2,10 •428 3.82
Non-Athletes 25 9.8 2.43 .495
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES FCR THE NERVOUS SYMPTOMS
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEifilLE ATHLETES AND TKENTWIVE
FEMALE NQN-ATHIETE5 AT ONE OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS IN
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Non-A1ihletes
Score No* Percent No* Percent
13-25 23 *52 17 •68
10-12 8 *32 5 .20
7-9 3 *12 3 *22
vOt-3 1 «Gti
1-3
Total 25 100 25 100
TABUS 21
SUMMAHT OF THE DATA OK THE NERVOUS SEJPTQKS
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEF'ALE ATHIETES AND
T.-TMTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF
THE NEGRO Hid] SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Lumber Mean S.D. S.E.M. "t"
Athletes 25 12*28 1.99 .408 .505
Non-Athletes 25 11.90 2.37 •482
TAB IE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF THE HAW SCORES ON THE
PERSONAL ADJDSMEN T COMPONENTS OF THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE
TWENTY-FIVE FHAALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-
FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE CF THE
HI® SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athleteo Non-Athletes
Score No. Percent No.
Percent
80 - % 0 4
•16
75 - 79 9 •36 5 .20
70 - 74 7 •28 9 .36
65 - 69 5 .20 2
.08








SUMMIff OF THE DATA ON THE PERSCHAL ADJUSTMENT
OF THE TOIU-FIVE FEMALE ATHI£TES AND TWSNTT-
FTVE EEMAIE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE NEGRO
HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.M. nt«
Athletes 25 69*6 8.36 1.70 1.81
Non-Athletes 25 72.2 6.60 1.34
TABLE 2h
SUMMARY OF DATA ON THE PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT
COMPONENTS OF THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
Twenty-Five Athletes Twenty-Five Non-Athletes






Reliance L0.3 2.96 .605 10.76 2.2$ •U60 .U6 .760 .605
Sense of
Personal Worth 12.8 2.39 .U87 12.9 1.20 .2b$ .1 •5UU 1.52
Sense of
Personal Freedom 11.96 2.19 .bk7 12.2 1.90 .386 .2U .591 •liQ5
Feeling of
Belonging 12.7 2.10 00CM-=»♦ 13.5 1.09 .222 .8 Ji75 1.68
Withdrawing
Tendencies 12.3 2.10 M2Q 9.8 2.1i3 •h9$ 2.5 .655 3.82
Nervous
Symptoms 12.28 1.99 Ji08 11.96 2.37 Ji82 .32 CMcn .505
Personal Adjust¬
ment 59.6 8.36 1.70 72.2 6.60 1.3U j 2.6 2.17 1.81
TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION OF USE RAN SCORES ON THE
SOCIAL STANDARDS COMPONENTS OF THE
CALIFORNIA TEST <F RRSONALITY W THE
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHIJSTES AND TWENTY-
FIVE FEMALE NON-rATHISTES AT ONE OF THE
HI® SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Nca-Athlotes
Soore No* . . . Percent Ho. Percent,
13-15 18 .72 21 •84
10-12 5 .20 3 .12
7-9 2 COo• 1 .04
4-6
1-3




SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE SOCIAL STANDARDS
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF
THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Nrnber Mean S.D. S .E.M.
Athle tea 25 12*9 1.88 .383
1.12
Non-Athletes 25 33.4 1.12 oOACM.
TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE
SOCIAL SKILLS COMPONENT’S OF THE CALIFORNIA
TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE TWENTY-FIVE
FEMALE ATHLETES AND TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-
ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS IN
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athi etes Non-Ath letes
Score No* Percent No. Percent
13-15 12 .48 14 • 56
10-12 7 .28 7 .28
7-9 6 *24 3 .12
4 — 6 1 •04
1-3
Total 25 IOO 25 100
TABLE 28
SUMMAHI OF THE DATA OK TIE SOCIAL SKILIS
OF THE TOTTT-FEVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TflENTY-FIVE FE.5AIE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF
THE NEGRO Hltfi SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Nunber Mean S.D. S*E*M. "t"
Athletes 25 11*72 2.45 .500 .568
Non-Athletes 25 12.8 1.69 .337
TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAff SCORES ON THE
ANTI-SOCIAL TENDENCIES COMPONENTS OF
THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY
THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
T.7ENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE
OF THE HIGH SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Non-Ath! .etes
Score No. Percent No. Percent
13 - 15 6 .24 8 *32
10-12 14 .56 14 .56




Total 25 100 25 100
TABLE 30
SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE ANTI-SOCIAL TENDENCIES
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TVENTY¬
KEVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE NEGRO HICH
SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.M. «tn
Athletes 25 11.12 1.99 .407 .858
Non-Athletes 25 11,6 1.90 .388
TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF Effi. RAW SCORES OK THE
FiWIII RELATIONS CDSIPOBBITS OF THE
CALIFOIKIA TEST (F PiPSONAUTY Hf HIE
TWKITX-TIVE FHJAIJ5 ATHLETES AND TS'EMTY-
FIVJS F&3ALB fDN-ATHLf TOS AT ONE CF THE
HlfH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Score
- NO* Percant Ho, . Percaot
13 * 15 12 •48 16 •64
10 - 12 8 .32 6 .24






Total 25 100 25 100
TABLE 32
SUMMART OF THE DATA ON THE FA!IILT RELATECKS
OF THE TlffiNTT-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TNENTI-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE
NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGEA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.M. lift
Athletes 25 11.72 2.45 • oo
1 i I
.729




DISTRIBUTION OF THE PM SCORES CH THE
SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION RELITIOtfS COMPONENTS
OP THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONAIITY TSl
THE TWHHT-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND TTEHTF-
FTVE FEMALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE HIGH
SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA




33-15 B .32 9 .36
10-32 11 •44 5 •36
7-9 6 •24 6 •24
4- 6 1 •04
1- 3
Total 25 100 25 100
TABLE 34
SmiAiK OF THE BATA ON THE SCHOOL HEIATIOK5
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TWWTI-fTVE FB3IALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF
THE ®:gho hi® schools in atianta, Georgia
Groups Number Mean 3.D. 8*XdU "t"
Athletes 25 U.24 2.25 •460 .173
Non-Athletes 25 11.12 2.61 .510
TABLE 35
DISTKT BUTTON OF THE tiffi SCORES OH THE
ooltsuhiw eeiatioib cxfohests of ttie
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PrliSOHALITX ST BIE
WSJTT-FIVB FEMALE A3HL&TSS AND IVvEKTT-
FIVE FBJALE NON-ATI LITES AT ONE OF 1HE
HIGH SCHOOLS IB ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Soon NO* Percent No* Percent,
13 - 15 10 •40 9 ♦36
10-12 11 *44 11 *44
7-9 2 .OR 4 *16
4-6 2 •oe 0
1-3 1 .04
Total 25 100 25 100
TAELS 36
stbsha® of thb data ok tiis com^dhiti ebiahoks
Oi THE TSISTf-FIVE Fj&SAUS AT.LETIS3 AND W1S8TX-
FIVE FEHALE NoN-AlHL TES AT OKS OF THE NEGHO
IUCi SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Qtcueb Nwabar Mean S.D. ..... 8*M.
Athletes 25 11*43 2.40 •4vO ^244
Non-Athletes 25 11.25 2.40 •490
TABUS 37
SUMMAKT OF THE HITA ON THE SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
FOR THE FEMAIZ ATHLETES AND FEMALE NON-ATHLETES
AT ONE OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Non-Athletes





Standards 12*9 1.88 .383 13.4 1.12 .230 •5 .447 1.12
Social
Skills 11.72 2.45 .500 12.8 1.89 .387 1.08 .632 • 568
Anti-Social
Tendencies 11.12 1.99 •407 11.6 1.90 .388 •48 .560 .858
Family
Relations 11.72 2*45 #500 12.2 2.10 -.430 . .48 .659 .729
School or
Occupation
Relation 11.24 2.25 •460 11.12 2.61 .510 .12 .695 •1-7?
Community
Relations 11.48 2.40 .490 11.25 2.40 •490 .23 .980 .244
Social
Adjustment 69.6 9.05 1.85 72.0 16.4 3.35 2.4 4.30 .560
Total
Adjustment 18.2 3.72
■ 139*5 18.1 - -3.72 5.25
TABLE 38
DISTRIBUTION OF THE BAST SCORES CK THE
TOTAL ADJUSTMENT COMPONENTS OF THE
CAUEFOIUIA TEST OF HiRSONALITY BY THE
trentx-five fssai£ athletes and t.venit-
FIVK FHUALE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF THE
HI® SCHOOIS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Athletes Noo-1Lthletg
Score NO. Percent N°f Percent
180-189 0
170-179 1 *04
160-169 1 .04 7 .28
150-139 7 *284 .16
140-149 5 .20 5 *20
130-139 5 *20 4 .16
320 - 129 1 *04 . .. .. . .3 *32
no - 119 3 *12 1 *04
100 - 109 2 •08 0
... JM l *2^-
Total 25 100 25 100
TABIE 39
SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON THE TOTAL ADJUSTMEN T
OF THE TWENTY-FIVE FEMAIE ATHLETES AND
TWENTY-FIVE FEMAIE NON-ATHLETES AT ONE OF
THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.M. »t"
Athletes 25 144.5 8.36 1.70 .560
Non-Athletes 25 139.7 6.60 3.35
TABLE 40
SUMMARY OF PERCENTILE RANKS ON PERSONAL AND TOTAL
ADJUSTMENTS FOR TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE ATHLETES AND
TWENTY-FIVE FEMALE NON-ATHIETES AS MEASURED BY THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
Athletes—Percentile Rank Non-Athletea—Percentile Rank
Personal Adjustment 50 50
Social Adjustment 50 50




Problem and Methodolaey«~«»3he problem involved in this study
was to determine the difference, if any, in the personality of
twenty—five female athletes and twenty-five female non-athletes as
tested by the California ‘lost of Parao***? * ty_
Xhs problem devolved of the writer's belief that female
athletes a .©eld show a greater degree of i>ersonality development
than female non-athletes as measured by the California Te5t of
Personality* Hie writer's interest in this problem stemmed from too
points* (1) the writer coaches ftemal© athletes and (2) writer's
belief that participation in athletics is important in the aspects of
personality development.
The major purpose of this study was to determine the differences,
If any, in females which may arise from, or be related to, participation
in athletics. The specific purposes of the study are to determine
whether participation in atiletics affects the following personality
ciaracteriaticst (1) personal adjustment} (2) self-reliance! (3) sense
of personal worth and freedomj (4) feeling of belonging! (5) with¬
drawing tendencies; (6) nervous symptoms; (7) social standards; (8)
social skills; (9) anti-social tendencies; (10) family relations!
(11) school relations; (12) eaasmlty relations; (13) total adjustment*
For the purpose of this study, the terms which follow cany
the cleaning ascribed to teem*
n
L. The tom, "personality," refers to behavoxlal traits as
measured by the California Teat of Personality*
2, The terra, "self-reliance,” refers to an individual who can
do tilings independently of others*
3* The tern, "personal worth*” refers to an individual who
feels he la well regarded by others*
4* The terra, "personal worth,” refers to an individual who
has reasonable freedon in the detemination of his con-
dust arid in setting the policies that shall govern his
life.
5* Tib term, "feeling of belonging,n refers to an individual
who enjoys the love of his family and friends,
6* The teua, "withdrawing tendencies," refers to an individual
who substitutes the joys of a fantasy world for actual
successes in real life*
7* Hie term, "nervous symptoms,” refers to an Individual who
suffers from one or mere of a variety of physical symptoms,
such as loss of appetite and chronic tiredness*
8m Tie terra, "social standards," refers to an individual rtio
understands what is regarded as being right or wrong*
9* The term, "social skills," refers to an individual who
shows a liking for people, when ha inconveniences himself
to be of assistance to theta*
ID* The term, "anti-social tendencies," refers to an individual
who is given to bullying, frequent quarreling, disobedience,
ami dlstructlvaness to property.
11* The testa, "faaily relations," refers to an indivickial who
is loved and treated well at hone*
12* The testa, "school or occupation relations," refers to an
individual tfio is satisfactorily adjusted at school and
work*
13* The term, "cocr.unit relations,” refers to an individual
who mokes a good adjustment in his conaunity*
14* The term, "athlete," refers to those girls who are
members of the varsity first cr second teas in basketball,
track or tennis*
15* The term, "noo-ethlerte," refers to tiiose girls who do not
belong to any athletic team at school or in the coraiianity*
n
This study was conducted at cue of the higi schools for Negroes
in Atlanta, Georgia, Tills school is located in tine southwestern pert
of Atlanta, The school is surrounded by two housing projects which
house about two thousand families* These project hctaee have modern
facilities which enhance good living standards.
The school population is seventeen hundred boy® and girls.
The Inscriptive Survey lethod af Research utilising tests and
statistical treatment, was used to gather and interpret tiie data in
th s study.
The total number of fifty girls selected from a high school in
Atlnta, Georgia was used in this study.
These subjects -were equated according to ages, grade place seats,
intelligence quotients and scholastic averages.
In tiie group of twenty-five female "athletes," the age nean
was 16,55; I.Q., 7; ,0; grade placement, 10*36; and scholastic
average, 2,7, In fee group of' fee twenty-five female "non-athletes,**
tie age wean was 16,50; 1,Q., 31*2; grade placement, 10,36 and
scholastic average, 2,67. There was no statistical significant
difference between tie two groups*
Hie purposes of this study were realised by examining the
school’s individual pex&anenb record cards to ascertain the subjects*
ages, grade placement, intelligence quotients, and scholastic averages*
Personality was ae eured by the California Test of Personality.
Fora AA,* It is divided into two sections—Personal Adyustaent and
^Louis P, Thorpe, et, al., Galifomia That of Personality
(Lee Angeles, 1953)*
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Social Adjustment* Hie section cn pe isanal adjustment iaioaiea hoc
the pupil thinks and feel about himaelf and his personal security*
Is the other section, the pupil reveals his social a juatment on
feelings of social security*
The data of this research was gathered, analyzed, and pre¬
sented as follop’3*
1* A review, auamation, and presentation of the related
literature pertinent to the thesis research*
2. The subjects were selected and equated in the following
manners
a* Selected all iwenty-flw asabors of tie female
varsity basketball, track, and terois teams*
b* Identified these girls by ages, grade placements,
I*Q*fs and scholastic avura.-ea*
c. Eicaained tbs pupils* permanent record cards and
matched these "son-athletes* with the "athletes**
3* The adminis trati a: of the Cal tfornia Tost £ Personality*
4* The assemblage of the test data into appropriate table s
as tie basis for tie analysis and interpretation required
by the research.
5* Computations of the essential statistical measures such ast
the nsean, median, standard deviation, standard error of
the bmc, standard error of tie difference between means,
aiid Fisher's *t"«
6* Findings, conclusions, implicatlons and reco ±tendatione as
derived from the data as presented in the finished copy*
These data were collected during the months of March, April
and ‘lay of 1959*
The tests were sdaialstsrsd and hand scored by the writer* The
tests were administered according to the instructions in tie manual*
15
It is believed that the India?* of this study:
(1) fseweal the extent to which the ?e nonali-ty cdf £«male
athletes compare with f oraaie non-athletes at Price High School.
(2) Serve as a source c£ direction to teachers, coaches and
administrators for suggestions and recoEiandatioas to inprove
the athletic prtgraa for the fesale population at Price High
School*
Su"isazy of the Pertinent Literature*—The related literature
pertinent to this study will be or$uaired under two captions, namely*
(a) theories and research concerning personality; (b) theories and
research concerning ath letics fer women*
Sargent*- states that personality refers to the total integrated
pattern t£ an individual's cuaracterlstic behavior*
Thorpe and druse? states that* personality from a philosophical
point of view is synonymous with the stream, of ideas, let-ling and
emotions which ii& individual, being conscious of self, can e p-rianoe
subjectively*
Lee3 health and worthy citizenship are two tenas that seem to
oovsr completely ti*e wide range cf qua lit ios desirable as by-products
in any ©duaotLonal scheme and of all phase* of education, sports and
games present to the educator the most fertile field fur the cultivation
odf these qualities.
Sargent, Stansfeld 3. Soc^lql .Jggajttfllflgfr
Press Co*, 1953.
2
Ihorpe, Levis P. and Cruxe, .Tendell, Developmental '
New York* Bonald Press, 1956.
Hew Yorks The Itonald
-*Lee, Mabel, "Sports and Oaaea—An Educational Dynamic Force**
»iotaen*3 Division, National Anateur Athletic Federation, A* S. Barnes
and Go., New lark (1930) p. 34*
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Personality, according to Jones* may be defined in terms of
points of vies. From one point of view, personality and individuality
m^r be used interchangeably; it is what makes one an individual, makes
one different fro® others* Fran another point of vie.r, personality is
the structure and pattern of an individual’s total behavior*
These too points of via? reveal different cr somewhat divergent
meaning of personality* On the other hand, personality is thought of
as something an individual has somewhere with in himself, aa a result
of acts in a given way, he impresses others, he adjusts himself* A
san rsay seem cross and crabbed to his associates because he acts that
way in his office but when he gets home with his family he is really
sy pathic and generous. As opposed to this, it is said that one does
not possess personality as one does a stilt, it is not something that
is within one, it is behavior, hew he acts or even now he affects and
impresses othfrs.
Watson? gives his views on personality and a this tits when he
explainss
You may be aware only of a swimming stroke which needs to be
improved, but in the course cf doing something about the stroke, you
mil also be exercising subtle out powerful influences upon
personality. Organisms axe units such that changes in one function
and have consequences and reverberations through the vfc ole system*
*Jones, Arthur J*, Principles cf Guidance {New York), p« 174*
^Watson, G. B., "Personality Growth Through Athletes,” Journal
of Health and Physical Educ tion. IX (Sept* 1938) p* 408*
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Those of you who work with team games know that matter goes further
than the individual crganisra.
In a well-organiz ed team, changes in one member may influence
the feelings, activities and adjustments cf every ether lumber.
Interacting is the main things we do, tfe are interacting all the
tine physiologically within our environment. The characteristic faro-
cess of interaction sake up tie personality,
Knowles*- studies pupils who participated and those who did not
participate in non-class activities and reported a statistically
significant difference in favor of tlie participating pupils over the
non-participating pupils in self-adjustment,
Sommers^ states that the American girl of adolescent years is
not only interested in games and sports—she is eager for them. She
has not, however, the background nor the training to initiate and
conduct such games for herself, 31® is therefore, easily led in an
athletic program, and because she is so fond of sport and of ability
in sport, she is apt to ml® an idol of those vho lead or per farm
well in these activities and to follow in their footsteps. The effect
of leadership is seen in its result in the girl,
Tdrdf3 3tated tints (1) children and youths who participate in
wholesale physical activities, competitive or otherwise, and who
Snowies, ttdby L, "A Study of Participating and Non-Partici¬
pating Pupils in Non-Class Activities", Unpublished b'aster’s Thesis,
School of Education, Atlanta University, 1950b
^Scornere, Florence A, Principles of Women’s Athletics, New
Yorkj km S, Barnes said Co,, 1930*
^Link, Hemy C, "A Test of Four Personality Traits of
Adolescents", Journal cf A llied Psychology, XX (1930) 527-34*
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consequently sleep well and regularly at nig^t tend to have person¬
alities superior to those vho live less actively; (2) those who take
part in cooperative activities are, as a rul% more extrovert and
socially adjusted than youths tfio spend their time almost exclusively
listening to radio and reading*
Lawrence and Foe*- state that valves are sought, not cau$it»
There are many valve3 inherent in sports, but first they must be
recognized and then there must be a conscious plan to bring them into
reality. Values aie found in needs and it is through the fulfillment
of the basic needs of man that valves become significant. These
values may fall into two general classii icationa—-those which are
pximarily concerned with personal fulfillment and those which pertain
essentially to human relationships.
The related literature revealed that*
Personality refers to the total integrated pattern of an
individual»a characteristic behavior.
personality from a philosophical point of view is synonymous
with the stream of ideas, feelings and emotions which the
individual, being conscious of self, can experience subjectively.
Children and youths who participate in wholesome physical
activities and ifro consequently sleep well at night tend to
have personalities superior to those who are less active.
Participation in athletic activities by girls and women con¬
tribute to their total mental, social and physical development.
A sport far ever girl and every girl in a sport, means a pro¬
gram of sports for girls which includes many team and individual
sports so that each girl may have an opportunity to participate
in several which interest her.
^Lawrence, Helen B. and Fax, Grace I., Basketball for Girls and
faiien, KcGraar Hill Book Company* Inc., New Yoxk, 1954*
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Sugary of FIndin. :s.-~-This data revealed that there was no
statistical difference in the ages, grade placements, intelligence
quotients and scholastic averages of the twenty-five female "athletes*
and twenty-five .female "noo-athle tes" used in this study*
The lowest *t* of 0 was noted in the area of grade placement
for the two groups*
The highest "t" of .732 was noted in the area cf intelligence
quotient for the tro groups.
This data revealed that "t" ratio for the two groups in all
areas of t?e test ranged from a low of *173 far School or Occupation
delations to a high significant difference of 3.82 for withdrawing
tendencies*
This ai31M leant difference was in favor if the athletes.
Tnis indicates that this group does net vd -L draw from society
a3 readily ae the group of "noQ-athJetea.n
Cone lua ions*—The data seem to warrent that there were no
statistically significant differences in the following are; a of personal
adjustment, self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal
freedom, feeling of belonging, nervous symptoms, and total parsons!
adjustment.
There was a statistical significant difference of 3*32 in the
area of idthdrawing tendencies in favor of the "athletes*"
This indicates that the "non-ethle tea" withdraw from reality and
people more readily than the "athletes."
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The data alao ©srraib that there was no statistical differences
in the following areas of social adjustment, social skills, anti-social
terKonciea, feasily relations, school relations, coonmity relations
and total adjustment*
These data indicate that the female "athle te" and *non-athlete*
used as subjects in this study are about as well adjusted in tenas of
personal adjustment as are individuals from the general populat Ion.
These data also indicate that tie "athletes" used as subjects
in this study are about as wall adjusted as are iudlvicHmls firm the
general population in total adjustment. However, the non-athletes
ran-ed a little less adjusted as the general population*
Impllq. tioos*—- The implications atoning free the findings of
tills stuejv are as follows*
1* Insofar as the overall objectives of the total school
program are concerned, apparently participation in
athletics ae non-partic ipation in athletics lias no
noticeable e feet on personality; except in withdrawing
tendencies in favor af the "athletes**
2* Therefore, the school must pr ovide a variety of experiences
fear its pupils in order to assure personality development*
3* School should provide a program to take cans of those who
do not participate In athletics*
lineaaaendjtlcaaa*— The iiniings oi tills research appear to
justify thef oHaving moaa«BS«ti<isi
1* That the administrators and teacissrs of the school in
this study, nifht give serious th ugfrfc to oontinue to
provide curricular activities in and through which all
the pupils may gain a full measure of satisfaction and
success as a basis far higher level cf social competence
and maturity*
2* That acfaxnistrators, teachers and coaohes continue to vark
toward tic maintaining of a well-rounded athletic program
for girls*
3* That school facilities be available for eomManlty use for
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California Test of Personality
1953 Revision
Devised by
ERNEST W. TIEGS, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND LOUIS P. THORPE
Do not write or mark on this booklet unless told to do so by the examiner.
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This booklet contains some questions which can be answered YES or NO. Your
answers will show what you usually think, how you usually feel, or what you
usually do about things. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU-5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
BRANCH OFFICES: NEW CUMBERLAND, PA.; MADISON, WIS.; DALLAS, TEXAS-COPYRIGHT 1942-1953 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU-COPY¬
RIGHT UNDER INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT UNION-ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER PAN-AMERICAN COPYRIGHT UNION-PRINTED IN U.S.A.
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
You are to decide for each question whether the answer is YES or NO and mark it as you are told. The following
are two sample questions:
SAMPLES
A. Do you have a dog at home? YES NO
B. Can you drive a car? YES NO
DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
ON ANSWER SHEETS
Make a heavy black mark under the word YES or NO,
whichever shows your answer. If you have a dog at
home but cannot drive a car, you would mark the




Mark under the word that shows your answer.
Find answer row number 1 on your answer sheet.
Now wait until the examiner tells you to begin.
ON TEST BOOKLETS
Draw a circle around the word YES or NO, whichever
shows your answer. If you have a dog at home, draw
a circle around the word YES in Sample A above; if
not, draw a circle around the word NO. Do it now.
If you can drive a car, draw a circle around the word
YES in Sample B above; if not, draw a circle around
the word NO. Do it now.
Now wait until the examiner tells you to begin.
After the examiner tells you to begin, go right on from one page to another until you have finished the test or are
told to stop. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. Now look at item 1 on page 3.
Page 2
CTP-S-AA
SECTION 1 A SECTION 1 B
1. Do you often act as leader when
working with other people? NO
2. Is it easy for you to introduce
or be introduced to people? YES NO
3. Do you find it hard to keep from
being bossed by people? YES NO
4. Is it hard for> you to continue
with your work when it becomes
difficult? YES NO
16. Do your friends seem to think
you have likable traits? YES NO
17. Do people seem to think that
you are dependable? YES NO
18. Do you feel that you are not
very good at handling money? YES NO
19. Do you feel that people ^ften
treat you rather badly? YES N()
5. Do you give considerable
thought to your future work or
career? YES NO
6. Do you take an active part in
making decisions when with
other people? YES NO
7. Is it easier to do things that your
friends propose than to make
your own plans? YES NO
8. Do you usually do things that
are good for you even if you do
not like them? YES NO
9. Is it hard for you to admit when
you are wrong? YES NO
20. Are you often invited to parties
that both boys and girls attend? YES NO
21. Do most of your friends and
classmates do nice things for
you? YES NO
22. Do your folks seem to think that
you are going to amount to
something? YES NO
23. Do people seem to think well of
your family’s social standing? Y|S NO
24. Are you usually considered
brave or courageous? YES NO
10. Do you usually keep at your
plans until they are finished? YES NO
11. Do you feel uncomfortable when
you are alone with important
people? YES NO
12. Do you prefer some competition
to working alone in your own
way? YES NO
25. Are you considered a failure in
many of the things you do? YES NO
26. Are you often discouraged be¬
cause people fail to recognize
your worth? YES NIO
27. Do your friends seem to think
that your ideas are usually poor? YES NO13.Is it easy for you to wait until
the appropriate time to do things? YES NO
28.14.Do you usually get discouraged
when other people disagree with
you? YES NO 29.
15. Is it natural for you to feel like
crying or pitying yourself when¬
ever you get hurt?
30.
Do you feel that people recog-
nize your social standing as they
should? YES NO,
Are you usually given credit for Vthe good judgment you show? YES NO
Do members of the opposite sex








C' r\ RIGHT ON TO ^




SECTION 1 C SECTION 1 D
31. Do you have enough time for
play or recreation?
32. Do your parents cause you em¬
barrassment when you associate
with the opposite sex?
33. Are you scolded for many little
things that do not amount to
much?
34. Do you frequently have to stand
ud for vour freedom or other
u i i n iu i u









35. Do you work to earn part or all
of your spending money?
36. Do you frequently have to ask
for more freedom?
37. Do some people try to dominate
you so much that you have to
resist them?





39. Douu your folks often try to stop
you from going around with
your friends? YES NO
40. Do you have to do what other
people tell you to do most of
the time?
41. Do you feel that you are bossed
around too much by your folks?
42. Are you usually allowed to
attend the socials or shows that
you like?
43. Do you feel that you are given
enough liberty to do what you
want to do?
44. Do you sometimes go out with
members of the opposite sex?
45. Are you free to go to interesting






























Do you feel that you fit well
into the community in which
you live? YES NO
Do you often worry about your
lack of true friendships?
Do you feel that your relatives
are as attractive and success¬
ful as those of your friends? YES NO
Do you feel that your class¬
mates are glad to have you as
a member of their school? YES NO
Do the people at home make you
feel that you are an important
part of the family? YES NO
Are you regarded as being as
healthy and strong as most of
your friends and classmates? YES NO
Have you often wished that you
had different parents than you
have? YES NO
If you are a young man, are you
liked by the young women? If
you are a young woman, do the
young men like you? YES NO
Have you found it difficult to
make as many friends as you
wish? YES NO
Are you well enough liked at
home that you feel happy there? YES NO
Are you invited to groups in
which both young men and
women are present? YES NO
Do you have enough friends to
make you feel good? YES NO
Do you feel that you are an im¬
portant part of your school? YES NO
Do your friends and acquaint¬
ances seem to have a better time
at home than you do? YES NO
Do you feel that people usually
think well of you? YES NO
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
Section 1 D
(number right) Aij
SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F
61. Are people frequently so unkind
or unfair to you that you feel
like crying? YES NO
62. Do you find it difficult to asso¬
ciate with the opposite sex?
63. Do you find that many people
seem perfectly willing to take
advantage of you?
64. Do you have many problems
that cause you a great deal of
worry?
65. Do you find it hard to meet
people at social affairs?
66. Are your responsibilities and
problems often such that you
cannot help but get discouraged?
67. Do you often feel lonesome even'
when you are with people?
68. Have you found that a good
many people are hard to like?
69. Do you find many people in¬
clined to say and do things that
hurt your feelings?
70. Are you sorry that you are con¬
tinually growing older?
71. Do you find it difficult to over¬












72. Is it hard for you to forget
humiliating experiences? YES NO
73. Does it seem to you that younger
persons have an easier and more
enjoyable life than you do? YES NO
74. Do you often feel that people do
not appreciate you or treat you
as they should? YES NO
75. Are certain people so unreason¬
able that you can’t help but hate
them? YES NO





76. Are you likely to stutter when
you get worried or excited? YES NO
77. Are you bothered by periodic
dizzy spells? YES NO
78. Do you have the habit of biting
your fingernails? YES NO
79. Do you have frequent headaches
for which there seems to be no
cause? YES NO
80. Do you sometimes walk or talk
in your sleep? YES NO
81. Do you suffer often from an¬
noying eyestrain? YES NO
82. Is it hard for you to sit still? YES NO
83. Are you more restless than most
people? YES NO
84. Are you inclined to drum rest¬
lessly with your fingers on tables,
desks, and chairs? YES
85. Do people frequently speak so
indistinctly that you have to ask
them to repeat what they have
said? YES
86. Do you lose a great deal of sleep
because of worry? YES
87. Do you find that you are tired
a great deal of the time? YES
88. Do you often have considerable
difficulty in going to sleep? YES
89. Do you sometimes have night¬
mares? YES
90. Do your muscles twitch some














SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B
91. Is it all right to create a scene in
order to get your own way?
92. Does finding an article give a
person the right to keep or sell
it?
93. Is it all right to ignore teachers’
requests if they appear to be
unfair?
94. If they look funny enough, is
it all right to laugh at people
who are in trouble?
95. Should students follow their par¬
ents’ instructions even though
their friends advise differently?
96. Is it always necessary to ex¬
press appreciation for help or
favors?
97. Should one respect the property
of people who are very rich?
98. Is it necessary to be especially









99. If you need something badly
enough and cannot buy it, are
there times.when it is all right
to take it?
100. Is it all right to cheat in a game
when you will not get caught?
101. Is it necessary to obey “No
Trespassing” signs?
102. Should a person be courteous to
disagreeable people?
103. Are the beliefs of some people
so absurd that it is all right
to make fun of them?
104. Do older or elderly people de¬
serve any special help not given
others?
105. Do rich people deserve better









106. Do you often introduce people
to each other? YES NO
RIGHT ON TO
THE NEXT COLUMN
107. Do you find that many people
are easily offended by you? YES NO
108. Is it easy for you to talk with
people as soon as you meet
them? YES NO
109. Is it difficult for you to com¬
pliment people when they do
something well? YES NO
110. Do you often assist in planning
parties? YES NO
111. Do you usually remember the
names of people you meet? YES NO
112. Do you frequently find it neces¬
sary to disregard the feelings of
other people? YES ^NO
113. Do you frequently find it neces¬
sary to interrupt a conversa¬
tion? YES NO
114. Do you attempt new games at
parties even when you haven’t
played them before? YES NO
115. Do you find that it causes you
trouble when you help others? YES NO
116. Do you have many friends
rather than just a few? YES NO
117. Do you find that members of
the opposite sex appear at ease
when chatting with you? YES NO
118. Do you like to have parties at
your home? YES NO
119. Do you find it hard to help
others have a good time at
parties? YES NO
120. Is it hard for you to lead in
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SECTION 2 C SECTION 2 D
121. Are you justified in taking
things that are denied you by
unreasonable people? YES NO
122. Have things ever been so bad at
home that you have had to run
away? YES JNO
123. Are you often forced to show
some temper in order to get
what is coming to you? YES NO
124. Do you often have to make
your classmates do things that
they don’t want to do? YES £10
125. Are people often so stubborn
that you have to call them bad
names? YES NO
126. Do you find it easy to get out
of trouble by telling “white
lies”? YES NO
127. Do people often provoke you
to the point where you feel
justified in swearing? YES NO
128. Are some people so unfair that
you are justified in being sar¬
castic to them? YES NO
129. Are many people so narrow¬
minded that they force you to
quarrel with them?
130. Are teachers and other people
often so unfair that you do not
obey them?
131. Do you often have to fight or
quarrel in order to get your
rights? YES
132. Are people often so thought¬
less of you that you have a




133. Do little “kids” often get in
your way so that you have to
push or frighten them? YES NO
134.
135.
Are people at home or at school
always bothering you so that
you just have to quarrel?

























Are you troubled because your
parents are not congenial?
Do the members of your family
frequently have good times to¬
gether?
Do your folks take time to be¬
come acquainted with your
problems?
Does someone at home like to
have you bring your friends to
the house?
Are things difficult for you be¬
cause your folks are usually
short of money?
Are you troubled because your
folks differ from you regarding
the things you like?
Do you like your parents about
equany?
Do you wish that more affec-'
tion were shown by more mem- V
bers of your family? YES NO
/
Do your folks appear to doubt
whether you will be successful? YES NO
Do the members of your family
seem to criticize you a lot? YES NO
Do you usually like to be some¬
where else than at home? YES NO
Do you avoid inviting others
to your home because it is not








Do some of those at home seem
to think they are better than
you? YES NO
Are your folks reasonable to
you when they demand obedi¬
ence? YES NO
Do you sometimes feel like





SECTION 2 E SECTION 2 F
151. Are you usually a member of a
club, team, or other organiza¬
tion at school? YES NO
152. Are your classmates usually








like to be chosen
to take part in
activities? X' NOIf it were right, would you stay
away from school as often as
possible?
Do you find that classmates of
the opposite sex are as nice as
those of your own sex?
Would you be happier if your
classmates liked you better? YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
157. Does it seem to you that many









Do many of the teachers seem




Do you like to go to school af¬
fairs with members of the op¬
posite sex? YES NO
Would you and your classmates
like school better if teachers
were not so strict? YES NO
Do you enjoy being alone more
than being with your class¬
mates? YES NO
Do you find that you can con¬
fide in at least one of your
teachers? YES NO
Are many of your classmates
so unkind or unfriendly that
you avoid them?
Do your classmates seem to
approve of the way you treat
them?
Do you feel that some teachers

























Are there any attractive mem¬
bers of the opposite sex in your
neighborhood? YES NO
Do you like to take care of
your own or some neighbor’s
pets? YES NO
Do you dislike taking responsi¬
bility for the welfare or safety
of children or old people? YES NIO
Do you know people who are
so annoying that you would
like to molest them? YES NO
Do you often play games with
friends in your neighborhood?
Is there a church or other or¬
ganization in your neighbor¬
hood where you meet congenial
people?
Are there people of certain
races that one should not be
expected to tolerate?
Do you live in a rather un¬
interesting neighborhood?
Are the police officers of such
a character that you would
like to help them?
Do you visit with several young








Do you sometimes go to neigh¬
borhood affairs with members
of the opposite sex?
Do you ever do anything to
improve the appearance of your
home surroundings?
For the most part, are your
neighbors the kind of people
you like?
Are most of the people in your
community the kind you re¬
frain from visiting?
Do you usually speak to both







STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Section 2 F
(number right) ~~L
